












































 

 

 

 

 

























































  



























































































































 




















































 














































































Hanging Garden
Designed by S cott H ansen for

Featuring Nancy M ims F ree to Grow L ine
Model quilt pieced by Scott Hansen
www.bluenickelstudios.com
71” wide by 70” high

These organic Free to Grow prints by Nancy Mims for Robert Kaufman are so bold and cheerful!
I would love to see how you interpret this quilt…drop me a line at bluenickel5@earthlink.net so
you can share your version with me or if you have any questions. Keep Sewing, Keep Happy!
Fabric requirements—(you will have leftovers—try incorporating them into the back!!)
1/2 yard of ANM 10605-193
1/2 yard of ANM 10606-193
1/2 yard of ANM 10607-193
1/2 yard of ANM 10610-193
1/2 yard of ANM 10611-193
1/2 yard of ANM 10612-193

1 ¾ yards of
ANM 10609-193 (for binding)
5 yards backing fabric of
your choice. (or less if you
include your scraps from the
front)
75”x 75” batting

1.5 yards of ANM 10608-186
1.5 yards of ANM 10608-192
1.5 yards of ANM 10608-193

In all instructions ¼” seams are assumed throughout this pattern.
Cutting instructions
Cut 20 -- 3.5” x 5.5” rectangles (A) from ANM-10606-193
Cut 20 -- 3.5” x 5.5” rectangles (B) from ANM-10605-193
Cut 20 -- 3.5” x 5.5” rectangles (C) from ANM-10610-193
Cut 20 -- 3.5” x 5.5” rectangles (D) from ANM-10607-193
Cut 20 -- 3.5” x 5.5” rectangles (E) from ANM-10611-193
Cut 15 -- 3.5” x 5.5” rectangles (F) from ANM-10612-193
Cut 10 -- 1.5” x 5.5” rectangles (G) from ANM-10612-193
Cut 160 –1.5” x 5.5” rectangles (H) from ANM-10608-193
Cut 160 – 1.5” x 5.5” rectangles (I) from ANM-10608-192
Cut 150 – 1.5” x 5.5” rectangles (J) from ANM-10608-186
Cut 20 – 1.5” x 2.5” rectangles (K) from ANM-10608-186
Cut 40 – 1.5” x 7.5” rectangles (L) from ANM-10608-193
Cut 40 – 1.5” x 7.5” rectangles (M) from ANM-10608-192
Cut 35 – 1.5” x 7.5” rectangles (N) from ANM-10608-186

Planning hint: I think it would help to lay out these rectangles in piles with letters labeling each
pile to help keep them straight.
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Piecing the blocks and the rows
Sew 2 H rectangles to the sides of each A rectangle as shown:

Then sew 2 H rectangles to the tops and bottoms of each of these units, thus surrounding
each A rectangle with the H rectangles

Repeat the same piecing method using H rectangles around the E rectangles, I rectangles
around the C rectangles and the D rectangles. Then repeat again with the J rectangles
around the B rectangles and the F rectangles.
There should be 10 J rectangles left. Sew these to the 10 G rectangles as shown:

Then sew the K rectangles to the tops and bottoms of these rectangles as shown, creating
the 10 side links.

Putting it all together
Now put these blocks together in rows spaced by the rectangles L, M, and N referring to
the diagram and the photo for color placement of the blocks. There are two rows, Row A
and Row B.

Row A:

Row B:

Make 5 of each row, then sew them together as seen in diagram and photo.

Quilt the top and then bind it with your favorite method using ANM10609-193
Don’t forget to include a label!!
And if you would like to add a picture of your project to the Blue Nickel Studios flickr
page, I would be most delighted.
Here is the link: www.flickr.com/groups/1294513@N23

